
Report of the Placement Cell (From Year: 2018 to 2023) 
Introduction: 

A.G.Teachers College, Ahmedabad-09 

As the Coordinator of the Placement Cell, I am pleased to present the reported summarizing 
activities and accomplishments for the last five years. Our mission to facilitate successful 
Trainee-teachers placements and foster strong school connections has been at the forefront of our 
efforts. 

Placement Statistics: 
-Total Placements: 28 

Schools Engagement: 28 witnessed increased participation from renowned schools, including 08 new recruiters. 
Notable collaborations with school Managers have expanded our network and enhanced 
opportunities for our Trainees. 

Trainee-teachers Profiles: 
We celebrate the success of our Trainees with the highest placement salary of Rs. 38090. Some 
of our trainees were lucky enough to be appointed as teachers in the pending (delayed) 
recruitments by Govt. of Gujarat. School-wise, dominated placements, with several students 

securing positions in leading organizations were appointed. https://alumni.agteacherscollege.ac.in/ The Alumni Portal has been created by AES which started 
functioning in the year 2023 for all the alumni of all the grantable colleges established by the 
institute. The URL link: https:/alumni.agteacherscollege.ac. in/ of the Alumni Portal bearing 
requirements of teachers from various schools has been intimated to prospective teachers. The 
Alumni Portal will provide information about recruited alumni too. 

Challenges and Solutions: 
Despite challenges posed by the evolving job market, the Placement Cell implemented targeted 
strategies, including offlined recruitment drives to ensure students were well-prepared for diverse 
opportunities. 

Future Plans: 
Looking ahead, we plan to strengthen our alumni network, through organizing TET, TAT 
Training Programs, "Techniques of facing Interviews & Answering at various TAT & TET based 
examinations held for recruiting teachers by GOG. Methodology enhancement programs, 
Personality Development programs, Introduce specialized schools workshops, and put our eforts 
into attracting & enhancing more recruiters. Continuous feedback loops will guide our initiatives 
for the upcoming year. 

Appendix: 
A copy of comprehensive activities of five years is given in a table form. 

In conclusion, the Placement Cell's dedication to excellence has yielded promising results. I 
extend my gratitude to the entire team for their hard work and commitment. We look forward to 
another year of fostering meaningful connections and empowering our traince teachers for 

Dr. S. L. Solanki, 
Coordinator, Placement Cell, A. G. Teachers College. 

DABAD /C Prnepal 
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